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INTRODUCTION

I, the Chairman, Comminee on publir Undenakings (2023_26) having beep
authorised by the committee to present the Repon on its behalf, present this ...2j:.L
Report on The Kerala state Electricity Board Limited based on the report of the
comptroller and Auditor General of India for the year ended 31.,March, 2016 relating to
the Public Sector Undertakings of the State of Kerala.

The aforesaid Report of the comptroller and Auditor General of India was laid
on the Table of the House on 27-05-2017. The consideration of the audit paragraphs
included in this report and the examination of the departmental witness in connection
thereto were made by the commitree on public underrakings (202r-2023) at its meering
held on 29.11.2021.

This Report was considered and approved by the comminee (2023-26) at its
meeting held on 22.12.2023.

The committee place on record its appreciation for the assistance rendered to
them by the Accountant General (Audit), Kerala in the examination of the Audit
paragraphs included in this Report.

The Committee wishes to express thanks to the officials of the power denartment
of the Secretariat and the Kerala State Electricity Board Limited for placing the materials
and information solicited in connection with the examination of the subject. The
committee also wishes to thank in particular the secretaries to Govemment, power and
Finance DePartment and the officials of the Kerala State Electriciry Board Limited who
appeared for evidence and assisted the committee bv placing their views before the
Committee.

Thiruvananthapuram,
..O.L:.Q*..:. ...2024

E. CIIANDRASEKTIARAN
Chairman,

Committee on P ublic tJndertakings.
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KERALA STATE ELECTRICITY BOARD LIMITED

Audit Paragraph 2.3 - 2.3.12.2 (2015-2016)

2.3

software used by Kerala State Elecnicity Board Limited

2.3.1 Introduction

Kerala State Electricity Board Limited (Company), incorporated in

January 20111, is engaged in generation, transmission and distribution of
electricity in Kerala. The electricity consumers of the company are divided into

Low Tension2 (LT), High Tension3 (HT) and Exna High Tension4 (EHT)

categories.

As of March 2016, rhe Company had 1.17 crore LT consumers, 5020 HT

consumerss and 53 EHT consumers6. These consumers had been billed for
consumption of electricity at rates approved as per the Tariff orders of the

Kera]a state Electriciry Regulatory (iommission (KSERC). The billing of
consumers was also subject to the provisions of Kerala State Electricity supply
Codes (Supply Code) 2005 and 2014.

with a view to automate key revenue billing and collection activities in
respect of HT/EHT consumers and to improve customer satisfaction, the Board

of Directors (BoD) of the company decitred (Jury 200g) to implement a

comprehensive and fully automated computerised system consisting of HT/EHT

1 The Company was fonned after unbuDdling the erstwhile l\erala state Electricity Board in accordance with the provisions ofElectdciry Act, 2003.
2 Low Tension consumers are those consumers who avail supply of elecrricity at .l voltage not exceeding 1,000 volts undernomal condirions subject to the percenrage variarion as rniy be speci{iJu} ir," c"nr"r rr".t i.ity Aurhoriry (cEA) tmmlime to time.
3 High Tension consulneE arc those consumeB who avail supply of etectriciry at voltage higher than looo \,'o1t5 bur do norexceed 33,000 vor6 under normal condirions subj"o to ,t" j".."nt"g" ,iai'tion aiiay ue specitied by rhe cEA fron timeto Lime.
4 Extra High Tension coosumers are those consumers who avail supply of electriciry at volta8e higher fian 33,000 vohs under
- normal conditions subject to the percentage variation as may be sp'Jriea uf *re dea rrom tirne to trme.5 Excluding disrianded service connections.
6 Excluding dismantled seruice connecrions.
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billing application sofrware, Automated Mr.ter Reading (AMR)? system and web
enabled services for the HT/EHT consumers. The company introduced the billing
and accounting software, Enterprise Related Generalised Information system
(ENRGISE) developed by Tata consurtancy Services Limited (TCS) in september
2010. ENRGISE was based on Linux operating system and used postgres prus

Advanced Server for database management.

Details of revenue from HT/EHT consumers and the total revenue from sare

of power during the last five years ending 2015-16 are given in Table 2.33.

Table 2.33: Details of revenue ,rom HT/EHT consumers

(Figures: I in crore)

Particulars

Revenue from sale of power to

HT/EHT consumers8

Total revenue from sa_le of power

including LT consumers

Percentage of revenue from sale of

power to HT/EHT consumers to

total revenue from sale of power

33.00 34.39 29.84 30.44 3r.32

20TL.L2

1,845.70

i zotz-t3

2,484.20

20L3-L4

2,977.78

20I4-t5

3,0ct7 .70

2015-16

3,284.80

5,593.02 9,978.88 9,879.35 t0,487.77

Source: ,*tnual occouns of the Company.

2.3.2 Organisational stmcture :

The Information Technology (IT) wing of the company was responsible for
overall development, imprementation and maintenance rerating to automation of
various functional areas of the company. The chief Engineer (IT) reports directly to
the Chairman and Managing Director of the Company and is assisted by a Deputy
chief Engineer and Execurive Engineers (EEs). IT-compurerisarion Unit (IT-GU)
at corporare office is headed by an Er ecutive Engineer responsible for the
monitoring and maintenance of HT and EHT b ling system. organisational set-up
of IT Computerisation Unit is given in Chart 2.2 below:

ffil}H|]",ffi;:fMR 
svstem is to acquire metet data from m/EHT consumer merers automaricaly frum remote avoidhg

Including deemed HT Consumers.

7,223.39

7

I
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Chart 2.2: Organisational set-up of II Computerisation Unit

Chairman and Managing Director

I
Chief Engineer (IT)

I
Deputy Chief Engineer (IT)

t
Executive Engineer (IT - Computerisation Unir)

t
System Administratot Database Administrator,

System Operations Managet Network Administrator and Programmers

2.3.3 HT/EIIT Billing Process

The Company had,747 Electrical Section officese as at the end of July 2016,

out of which 746 Section offices were connected to Wide Area Network (WAN) ro 
.

The electricity consumption of F{T/EHT consumem was assessed for billing by the

Assistant Engineers (AEs) at Electrical section offices through meter reading 1r

taken manually. Meter reading data along with other details were thereafter sentr2 to

special officer-Revenue (SoR) at the corporate office. The authorised staff at

soR uploaded the data into the billing software and bills were generated. Tne bills
were then issued to the consumers for making payments.

2.3.4 Audit Objectives

The audit objectives were to assess whether:

there existed a proper plan and procedure to develop and implement the

system to achieve the Company,.s objectives and requirements;

the system efficiently supported the business process and ensured

compliance of applicable rures and regulations and the bills were generated

accordingly;

9 Electrical Section offices are the base level offices in rhe diskiburion wing of the Company.10 wAN stands for wide Area Netwo.k. It is a computer network over a larg! geographicat area used to relay dara among variouscomputer teminEls,
I I The mete. rcadinBs were taken at every billing cycle nomally at fie end o[ a month.12 From July 2016 onwards, AEs orall Electrical section officei were allowed to upload the meter reading data directly to the biuin*system.

I
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. adequate security controls were in place in the system; and

. the system provided complete, reliable and authorised information for

management use.

2.3.5 Audit Criteria

Audit adopted the following criteria:

Business rules, regulations and procedures of the Company;

Information security policy and password policy of the Company;

orders/ circulars/ notifications issued by Government of India, Govemment

of Kerala and Board of Directors of the Company from time to time;

Tender documents and request for proposal and System Requirement

Specification; and

Best practices for IT development and implementation.

2.3.6 Audit scope and methodology

The scope of IT Audit included the evaluation of the software used for
computerised HT/EHT billing and the effectiveness of the software in generating

correct billing for the company. The scope also included review of records at rr-cu
and office of the soR at corporate office. The data of bills maintained in the central
server, Iocated at corporate office of the company at Thiruvananthapuram, in
respect of all HT/EHT consumers pertaining to the period April 2011 to July 2016
was selected for checking and evaluation with a view to ascertain completeness,
regularity, integrity and consistency of data. The entire data of the above period was
obtained in the form of a database dump and was analysed using computer Assisted
Audit Techniques. The adequacy of IT controls was evaluated to identify
loss/omission/excess colection of revenue and to ensure comprehensiveness of the
billing software.
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2.3.7 Audit Findings

Audit findings on the computerisarion of HT/EHT billing system are

discussed in succeeding paragraphs.

2.3.8 Software development and implementation

2.3.8.1 Delay in framing of System Requirement Specifications

As per the work order, system study and design and coding had to be

completed by Thta Consultancy Services Limited (TCS) by November 2009.

System Requirement Specifications 13 (SRS) which is vital for development of the

software should have been submitted before November 2009. we observed that the

SRS was submitted by the TCS in April 2010 after a delay of four months and the

BoD of the Company approved the SRS rnly in November 2010 after parallel

running and system testing. The system development and implementation was, thus,

done by TCS without a formally approved and mutually agreed SRS.

GoK replied (January 2017) thar a functional commiftee having domain

experts had approved the SRS in June 2010.

The reply was not acceptable since the sRS had to be approved before the

completion of software development and system integration. The sRS was,

however, approved (November 2010) onlT after the completion of software

development and system integration in June 2010.

2.3.8.2 Incomplete development

A tender was invited (september 2008) for the computerisation of the
FIT/EHT billing system and the work was awarded (June 2009) to TCS who quoted

the lowest price of (3.99 crore. The scope of the work included providing and

implementing HT/EHT billing system and web enabled services (phase 1) and
providing and implementing AMR system fcr HT/EHT consumers (phase 2).

13 A system Requir€ments sPecification is a description ofa softwarc sysrem to be developed. It lays out various requiremenrs o[ asystem.
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TCS completed the software development and the system integration 1o of

HT/EHT Billing Application (Phase 1) in June 2010 and rhe software was tesred on

pilot basis (parallel run) for rwo months (July and August 2010) by generating bills

of five months, April to August 2010. The billing software was rolled out in
september 2010 and monthly bills for aII HT/EHT consumers for the month of
September 2010 were generated and sent to the consumers. Thereafter, the new

software was being used for bill generation of a]l HT/ EHT consumers. The web

enabled services were commissioned in July 2011.

The functionalities like Reports on revenue loss due to theft of power,

Security Deposit (SD) assessment, Consumer personal Ledger (CpL) and

Unauthorised Additional Load (uAr) billing and Audit are indispensable for correct

and timely billing of consumers, timely revenue collection, proper and correct

review of sD, proper accounting of collections, bilring/ Ievying of penarty for UAL,
etc. Though these were included in the system Requirement Specification (sRS),

functionalities like SD assessment and cpl were incorporated or implemented after
rolling out of the software. we also noticed that the implementation of these

functionalities were defective as discussed in paragraphs 2.3.9 and 2.3.12. The
functionalities like Reports on revenue loss due to theft of power, UAL bilting and
Audit were yet to be incorporated (January 2017).

Govemment of Kerala (GoK) replie. (January 20u) that sD assessment,

detection of theft and UAL were done at fierd offices (Electricar section offices)
and provision was given in the application for capturing these details as per the
SRS' The reply was not acceptable as the unctionarities like Repons on revenue
loss due to theft of power, UAL bilring and Audit were yer to be incorporated
(January 2017) and implemented. Functionalities rike sD assessment and cpl were
defective.

14 System integration is the pmcess of bringing togerher rhe suEsyst€ms inro one sysrem
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2.3.8.3 Non-implementation of Automated Meter Reading system

Even though the computerised billing (Phase 1: cost t1.93 crore) was rolled

out in September 2010, the Company hld not awarded the work order for

implementing the AMR system (Phase 2) as of September 2016 as the Company

claimed that none of the bidders had proven experience in implementation of AMR

system in India. In the absence of bidders with experience in AMR system, the

Company had decided to implement AMR in a phased manner. Subsequently, the

Company decided (January 2010) to implement AMR system under F..{PDRP''

scheme announced by Government of India (GoI) in which financial assistance was

available for implementation of AMR. However, AMR system under RAPDRP had

not been implemented so far (January 2017).

Due to non-implementation of AMR system, SOR/IT-CU wings at Corporate

Office were deprived of direct access to the meter data of the consumers and

therefore, meter readings were being done manually. Data transfer from Electrical

Section offices to the central server was, therefore, subjected to human

interventions.

GoK stated (January 2017) that the implementation of AMR system was

excluded as the Company decided to ir rplement it under RApDRp scheme

announced by GoI during the same period in which finaneial assistance for the same

was available. The fact, however, remained that the Company could not implement

the AMR even under RAPDRP so far (January 2017).

2.3.9 Mapping of business rules

IIT/EHT billing process was a mission critical system, which directly

impacts the revenue collection of the company. Therefore, all business processes

relating to bitting, collection and accountir.g of HTiEHT consumption had to be

mapped correctly in the application software. Further, the business processes

15 Restnrctured Accelerated Power Devplopment and Reforms Programme was a power reforms scheme mlmdrrced by GoI
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mapped in the software had to be compliant with the applicable laws, rules and

regulations with all the necessary controls to ensure that the amount billed and

collected conformed to the prescribed rules and regulations.

We observed that relevant business rules had not been fully and correctly

mapped into the application, which had an impact on the revenue realisation as

discussed in succeeding paragraphs.

2.3.9.1 Short collection of energy charges trom deemed Iff consumeni

As per the Supply Codes, 2OOSI 2014, electricity connections with contract

demand (CD) 100 kVA or below were allowed to draw electricity from LI
distribution lines. KSERC, however, allowed a few consumers who were drawing

electricity at LT voltage with CD above 100 kVAbefore the infroduction of Supply

Code, 2005 to continue this facility. These consumers wel'e classified by the

Company as Deemed HT consumers with effect from March 2005. As per the

schedule of tariff issued by KSERC with effect from May 2013, the deemed HT

consumers were to be chargedt6 under HT and LT tariff for demand and energy

charges, respectively. The Company had 64 deemed HT consumers as of August

2016.

We, however, noticed that billing procedure mapped in the system for

deemed HT consumers was not as per the above schedule of tariff issued by KSERC

but same as applied for fIT consumers with an additional three per cent energy

charges. The additional three per cent was charged since the billing of both demand

and energy charges of deemed HT consumers under the HT Tariff would result in

revenue loss to the Company. However, this three per cent was not sufficient to

make good the revenue loss in the case of deemed HT consumers except industrial

and agricultural consumers. This resulted in short collection of energy charges

amounting to <1.44 crore from 22 deemed HT consumers for the period from May

2013 to July 20L6.

16 CharEes for electricity mainly include two components (l) Demand charge on rhe comected load/ contract demand and (2) Ener$/
charges based or the uni6 consumed.
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GoK replied (January 2017) that rhere was no clear classification of deemed

HT consumers in Supply Code 2014. GoK also stated that the matter had been taken

up with KSERC and was being implemented in the system'

The reply was not acceptable since the Company had classified these

consumers as deemed HT consumers since March 2005 and could be separately

identified from the database. Funher, the failure to charge deemed HT consumers as

per the Schedules of Tariff resulted in revenue loss to the Company.

2.3.9.2 Non-collection of increased demand charge from seasonal consumers

As per the tariff order, seasonal consumerst'are billed for the period of actual

use of power under appropriate tariff category. The monthly minimum charges for

the billing period shall be 75 per cent of the Contract Demandls as increased by a

formula i.e., 5(12-N) o/o where 'N' is the number of months during which the

consumer registers himself to utilise the power in a year. There were three seasonal

customers as noticed from the database.

We observed that this business rule of charging increased minimum charges

was not mapped into the system. As a result, the system failed to collect increased

demand charges amounting to {5.08 lakh frr rn these three consumers's during April

2011 to March 20L6.

GoK replied (January 2017) that action had been taken for realising the short

collection.

2.3.9.3 Non-mapping of business rule with regard to annual review of contract

demand

As per Regulation 101 of the Electriciry Supply Code 2014, if the recorded

Maximum Demand (MD) of HT/EHT con,umer exceeded the contract demand20

17

18
19
20

Seasonal consumers ale those consumers who are rc8ist€red as seasonal consumers with the Company and intend to avail
elecEicity only during a season in a year under HT Tariff, They will nor be biued for the idling period.
ConEact demand means the maximum demand of enerBy agreed to be supplied by the licensee (Company).
ConsumeE NumbeE: 1365M00O0m6 C0.76lakt), 13650,10002974 C0.97 lakh) and 1366750003726 ('3.3S lakh).
Contract demand means tle maximum demand of energy agrced to be supplied by rhe licens€e (Company).
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(CD) in any three billing periods during the previous financial year, the Company

shall issue a notice of 30 days to the consumer to submit an application for

enhancement of contract demand within the notice period. If there was no response

from the consumer within the notice period, the Company shall enhance the contract

demand of the consumel to the extent of average three top readings of MD during

the previous financial year. If the distribution system is not adequate to meet the

enhanced demand, the consumer shall be directed to resftict the demand to the

permissible limit, till necessary augmentation/upgradation/uprating works are done

in the distribution system.

We observed that the above business rule was not incorPorated effectively in

the system as detailed below:

) During 2Ol4-15, recorded MD in respect of 803 consumers exceeded the CD

in three or more billing periods. 640 of these consumers did not, however,

enhance the CD during the year 2015-1-6 as required by the Supply Code

2014.

) Distribution system of the Company was sufficient to meet the enhanced

demand of 616 consumers out of the above 640 consumers. Had the

Company enhanced the CD as per the requirements of Supply Code 2014,

the demand charges could have been charged on these 616 consumers on the

enhanced CD from May 2015 onwards (taking into account the nodce period

of 30 days). The enhanced demand charges foregone, for the period from

May 2015 to March 2016 worked out to T2.43 crore.

) Supply Code 2014" provided for review of security deposit of consumers on

enhancement of contract demand by adopting a methodology 2 for

determining the security deposit. We, however, observed that this provision

Regulation 68.
In the case of enhancement of load, cash deposit shall be coltected by adopring rh€ formula- Load + Load Factor ot rhe category in
which consumer falls * Period taken for determination of secudty deposit * Cunem Lariff in which toad factor is the percenLge
value varying fmrn zl0 to 10O percent depending upon the tariff of the consumer as given in the AnnexurE 3 ro Supply Code 2014.

22
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to review the adequacy of security deposit on enhancement of contract

demand was not mapped in the systern

GoK replied (January 201,7) that appropriate action would be taken to

regularise contract demand and further stated that there was no financial loss as the

Company had been charging 50 per cent extra over the normal demand charges

whenever MD exceeded CD.

The reply was not coffect as the enhanced demand charge foregole had been

worked out after considering the excess demand charges levied by the Company

during the month in which the actual consumption exceeded the CD.

2.3.9.4 Mapping of wrong tariff

Tariffs were determined on the basis of the purpose for which electricity was

used by consumers. Prior to August 2014, banking and financial institutions,

Govemment guest houses, insurance and telecommunication companies drawing

electricity at high tension voltage were billed under "[II IV Commercial tariff". As

per the schedule of tariff which came into effect from August 2014, banking and

financial institutions and Govemment guest houses were classified under ,.HT II A
(General)" tariff and insurance and telecon munication companies were classified

under "HT II B (General)" tariff. Under the revised tariff order, the tariff rares

applicable to HT II A and HT II B consumers were lower than that of HT IV
consumers.

we observed that the revised categorisation of consumers and their tariffs

were not updated/ mapped into ENRGISE. Consequently, 11 banking companies,

three guest houses, three insurance companies and three telecommunication

companies continued to be billed under the pre-revised tariffs. This resulted in

excess collection of energy charges amounting to t87.23 lakh from the above

consumers during August 2014 to March 2016.
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GoK replied (Janaury 2017) that report from the agreement authority "
concemed was required for assigning new purPoses based on the new tariff order

and the change of tariff would be effected based on such reports. The reply,

however, was silent on the above mentioned consumers.

2.3.9.5 Excess collection of meter rent

Until September 2014, the applicable rneter rent per month for energy meters

with Availability Based Tariff (ABT)/ Time of the Day (TOD) facilities supplied by

the Company was t5,000 for the first month of electricity connection and t6,000

thereafter. The KSERC had revised (September 2014) the meter rent for ABT/ TOD

meters as {1,000 with effect from October 2014. BoD of the Company had also

adopted the revised meter rent in November 2014.

We observed that the change in the meter rent was not properly incorporated

in the system and as a result, the Company r ontinued to collect meter rent at higher

rates from 22 consumers during the period from October 2014 to August 2016

resulting in excess collection of meter rent amounting to <9.86 lakh.

While accepting the observation, GoK stated (January 2017) that

modification in the application was being done for implementing the same.

2.3.9.6 Penal interest on belated payment

As per the Regulation 131 of Supply Code 2014, if a consumer failed to

remit the biII amount on or before the due drte, the Company shall recover interest

on the amount of the biII at the rate of 12 per cent per annum for delay up to 30 days

and thereafter, at the rate of 18 per cent per annum for the entire period of delay.

We noticed that the above provision in the Supply Code 2014 was not

mapped in the system. Due to this, there was shortfall in collection of interest of

<14.72 lal<h from 349 consumers who had paid the electricity bill belatedly during

the period from April 2014 to March 2016.

23 Agreement authorities arc Deputy Chief Engineers/ Chi€f Engine€rs who enter into agr€emenr wirh consumers for electriciry
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GoK replied (January 2017) that the errors were due to wrong calculation of

arrear and a separate team had been formed for correcting the errors identified.

2.3.9.7 Collection of electricity duty

As per the Kerala Elecnicity Duty Act, 1963, consumers were liable to pay

elecnicity duty at specified rate to the State Govemment for consumption of energy.

Section 12 of the Act, however, exempted institutions of Govemment of India from

payment of electricity duty.

We observed that the Company had not effectively mapped this rule into the

system which resulted in:

D Collection of electricity duty amounting to (17.16 lakh from five institutions

of Govemment of India. Though consumers were being tagged as ,.Central

Govemment" in the system, Electricity Duty was collected from them. This

indicated that the charging of the Electricity Duty was not autonrated in the

system and was subjected to human intervention.

) Non-collection of electricity duty amounting to (4.91 lakh from three

consumers during the period from April 2011 to JuIy 2016.

GoK intimated that exemption field for five "central Govemment" consumers

identified by Audit was updated and electricity duty field of other three consumers

was made applicable and bills were revised accordingly. It was also assured that the

software would be modified to charge electricity duty from aII consumers except the

specified categories.

2.3.9.8 Deficiencies in detemination and collection of security Deposit (sD)

As per the supply code 2014, consumers were required to provide sD at the

rates approved by the KSERC for availing electricity connecrion. The amount of sD
was determined by adopting a formula2a. This formula was also adopted for

24 Load * Load Eactor ofthe category in which consumer falb + Pericd raken for determination of securiry deposit +currenl rariff
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calculating the amount of SD at the time of addition of connected load. Further, all

HT consumers were required to maintain SD equivalent to two times the average

monthly bill amount throughout the period of service connection. If it was found

that the SD available with the Company was more than required, the excess amount

shall be refunded to the consumer by way of adjustment in the ensuing two

electricity bills.

We reviewed the tables pertaining to SD in the system and observed the

following deficiencies :

) The processes to determine the SD was not mapped in the system. Therefore,

the adequacy of SD at the time of connection and on further enhancement of

Ioad could not be ensured and checked in the system.

GoK stated (January 2017) that the methodology to determine the SD would

be automated whil.e implementing the workflow based new connection.

) As per the SRS, the interest payable on SD was to be calculated on periodic

basis as defined by the Company from time to time. We observed that the

interest rate applied for the financial year 2012-13 was 8 per cent though the

bank rate effective as on 01i04/2012 was 9.5 per cent. This resulted in short

payment of interest of <2.50 crore to consumers.

GoK replied (January 2017) that a mechanism would be established to get

the bank rate for each year promptly so as to update the same in the system.

D Initial SDs were collected from the consumers before effecting service

connections. The amount of deposits collected from all the consumers were

entered into an account of dummy consumer (1355460009367) created for

this purpose. After effecting service connections, the SDs were transferred to

respective consumer's account. We noticed that an amount of {14.80 crore

was pending (August 2016) allocation from the account of dummy consumer

to the respective consumer's account.
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GoK stated (January 2017) that lteps had been taken to reduce the

collections in the dummy consumer account. It was further stated that the

amount transferred to actud consumer had not been deducted from the

dummy consumer in some cases and hence, the figures were not actual.

D The fact, however, remained that these consumers were deprived of interest

on SD due to delay in allocation of SD to their account. Further, data

integrity in respect of SD could not be ensured.

F During 2015-16, an excess interest of t0.19 crore on SD for the period 2014-

15 was credited to 56 consumers which had to be revised and adjusted later

(March 2016) manually. GoK stated that the excess interesr credited has been

recovered and adjusted.

2.3.9.9 Collection of income tax at source

As per the Income Tax Act, 1961 the Company was required to deduct

income tax at source (TDS) on the intelest (where interest exceeded t5000 in a

year) on the security amount deposited by the consumers. The permanent Account

Number (PAN) of consumers containing 10 digit alpha-numeric codes had to be

conectly mapped in the system for correct deduction and deposit of amount of tax.

A review of the database revealed that:

F control for ensuring correct combination of alpha numeric code was absent

which resulted in wrong ent.y of pAN in respect of eight consumers. status

of the consumer such as corporare, non-corporate, etc., was also not linked to

the PAN.

GoK replied (January 2017) rhat these errors happened during initial
migration and PAN validation had been rectified. It was also stated that

appropriate PAN validation based on the above classification would be

implemented.
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> TDS was deducted in respect of 121 consumers (Central Govemment, State

Govemment, Iocal bodies, etc.) who were exempted from income tax.

GoK stated (January 2017) that "not applicable field" of exempted

consumers had been updated and "TDS applicabte field,, was made

mandatory.

2.3.10 General IT controls

IT controls in a computer system are all the manual and programmed

methods, policies and procedures that ensure the protection of the entity,s assets, the

accuracy and reliability of its records and the operational adherence to the

management standards. It includes General controls and Application controls.

General controls are concemed with the organisation's IT infrastructure, IT related

policies and working practices.

2.3.10.1 Issues in data migration

Prior to implementation of ENRGISE, the Company was using an application

software for billing of HT/ EHT consumers since December 199g. This sofrware

was based on Linux Operating System and Oracle database. The data migration to

new software was carried out by the soR. Data which was nor available in the old

software was captured manually. The data in the new system was verified to
determine whether data was accurate, complete and was supported in the new

system.

we observed that critical data fields in the new database were incorrectly

migrated due to lack of input controls in the new software and data was not properly

checked during data migration as brought out below.

) In respect of nine cons,mers whose details were migrated frorn the old
application software, date of connection was mentioned as ..0001-0g-22

0007-08-31, 0096-12-13" instead of meaningful date format.
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) One of the functionalities envisaged in the billing system was to inform

consumers regarding new bill over the emaiU mobile phone. For this

purpose, correct email ids and mobile phone numbers (having 10 digits) of

the consumers were to be entered in the system.

We noticed that email id of 119 consumers were incorrect. Email id of

another 308 consumers were entered as "htbill@kseb.in" which was the

default email id assigned by the Company during the migration. Similarly, in

the case of 329 consumers, mobile numbers with more than 10 digits were

entered in the system indicating abst nce of control for checking the format

of phone numbers.

GoK stated (January 2017) that efforts were being made for correcting data

and providing validation for checking length of mobile number.

) Out of the 15,918 meters (as at March 2016) in the master table for meters,

meter ownership id in respect of 3,385 meters were null, indicating

ambiguity in ownership of the meters. Further, the connection status of 1,533

meters out of these 3,385 was recorded in the database as "working". The

above facts indicated active usage of these meters even though the ownership

details were incomplete.

GoK stated (January 2017) that steps had been taken for rectifying errors.

The fact, however, remained that the ownership of the meters pointed out

could not be verified from the system. As such collection of meter rcnt for all

the meters owned by the Company could not be ensured by the system.

2.3.10.2 Passwmd policy

An organisation should have a good password policy to ensrue security of data.

We observed that:

) The Company had a documented password policy which was implemented in

February 201-5 after a period of more than five years from the date of

implementation of computerised billing software. Even though, the IT-CU
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Departrnent could chalk out the Password policy, it was not approved by any

competent authority including the BoD of the Company even as of October

2016.

) As per the Password policy of the Company, all ttre user level passwords

shall be changed periodically at least once every three months. We analysed

the compliance of this provision in the Password policy and noticed that out

of 1,055 users given access to ENRGISE up to 10 August 2016, 730

employees had not adhered to the policy of the Company. These employees

logged into the system using passwords, which were more than three months

old. The age of the passwords ranged up to six years.

F As on 10 August 2016, there were 906 active users. Out of these, 99 users

never logged into the system while 76 users had not logged into the system

during the Iast six months. In some of the cases, the users had last logged

into the system four years ago.

The GoK replied (January 20U) that individual logins had been removed as

part of implementation of Single Sign On and employees could log into

Company portal using their employee id and password. Login and password

management of all users to the portal are now handled by a user management

application, which is in compliance with the password policy of the

Company.

2.3.11 Application controls

Application controls are used in a computer system to provide assurance that

all transactions are valid, authorised and complete. Application controls include

input conEols and validation controls. we reviewed the adequacy of general and

application conrrols in the company and noticed lack of proper input controls and

validation conffols as discussed below.
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2.3.11.1 Lack of input control

The objectives of the input controls are to validate source data, authorisation

and entry so that accurate, reliable and complete data is accepted by the application

in a timely manner. While data input can be manual or system interface driven,

errors and omissions can be minimised through good input design, adequate

segregation of duties, etc. Review of the ENRGISE database revealed lack of input

controls as detailed below:

) As per Regulation 70 of the Supply Code 2014, consumers were required to

provide security deposit (SD) for availing electricity connection and 50 per

cent of the SD may be in the form of bank guarantee (BG). BGs have unique

numbers and name of issuing bank.

We observed that in respect of 11 consumers's, the same BG number was

used and in respect of four consumers'u, name of the bank was not

mentioned.

GoK stated (January 2017) that proper validation for preventing entry of

same BG number and drop dow.r list for selecting bank would be

incorporated.

F As per Regulations 99 and 100 of the Supply Code 2014, an HT/EHT

consumer could change the contract demand within a specified period after

the date of connection. We observed that the date of connecdon in respect of

six consumers was later than the date of contract demand change.

GoK replied (January 2017) that errors were rectified and control mechanism

implemented.

F The purpose for which electricity was proposed to be used and the product

proposed to be manufactured by the consumer were the basic criteria for

25 Consumer Numbers - 1355{M0002327, 1355150003426, 1365620001002, 1366070002202, 1356780003111, 13567800008s6,
13550,10002327, 13463,{0003239, 1345160001680, 1355460003571 and 1346,160001901.

26 Four consumers- Consumer Numbers 1355200003256, 1366630003269, 1346300000606 and 1365020001905.
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assigningtarifftoindustrialandcommercialconsumers.Theproductand

purpose had to be entered in the system for conect billing'

we observed that in respect of 2,119 consumers, neithel purpose nor product

was entered in the system ,r4 65 5u,-h, the correctness of tariff assigned to

these consumers could not be ensured.

>> Correct and useful data is essential for any computer application. We noticed

that date of application was recorded as later than the date of connection or

date of receiPt of security deposit in respect of 2,331 consumers'

GoK stated (January 2017) that application date was cleated by the system

and other dates were entered based on the documents received from the

agreement authoritY.

The fact, however, remained that there was a mismatch of dates in the

system.

2.3.11.2 Lack of validation conuols

Adequate validation controls should be incorporated in the billing software

for correct and prompt billing of consumers. As per Regulation 125 of the Supply

Code 2014, in case of defective/ damaged meters, the Company shall collect energy

charges from consumers based on average consumption only for a maximum period

of two billing cycles during which time the Company shall replace the defective/

damaged meter with a correct meter.

We noticed that the system allowed billing based on the average consumption

for connections with defective meters for longer periods which ranged up to 37

months.

GoK stated (January 20U) that cases cited were not those of faulty meters

but were cases of multiplication factor or PT voltage missing which was shown as

meter faulty. However, GoK assured that t.he application would be modified for
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identifying such errors in multiplicadon factor and capturing voltage details during

meter reading entry.

The reply was not acceptable since the SRS contained provision for mapping

of status of meters in the system which was not done.

2.3.12 Generation of reports

The application software must be capable of generation of quality reports on

various data coming under its purview as and when requiled by the stakeholders.

We noticed that the software was capable of generating reports relating to all

modules in user defined formats. Apart from reports on regular information such as

revenue, collection and arrears, the system generated customised reports as per the

requirement of the management and operational staff.

We noticed cases, where incorrect and incomplete data were stored and

processed in the billing software and consequent generadon of inaccurate and

unreliable reports as explained below.

2.3.L2.1 Consumer Personal Ledger (CPL

As per the SRS, a Consumer Personal Ledger (CPL) report was to be

designed to display all relevant billing and payment details and outstanding details,

if any, for a particular consumer. The SRS envisaged CpL as a statement of a

consumer"s consumption, billing and payment history. Audit analysed the database

and noticed the following deficiencies relating to CPL:

F The Company incorporated the CPL module in the system only in December

2014. The tables in the database relating to cpl- did not contain any details

of transaction that occurred prior to IVrarch 2014.

) Though relevant fields were available in the cpl- table for opening balance

of outstanding energy charges, demand for the month, cumulative balances,

etc., we noticed differences in respect of total demand as per the actual

demand table and cPL table. we also noticed that there were substantial

differences between the total realised amount in collection table and total
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amount in the CPL table during the period from April 2015 to March 2016.

Due to above deficiencies, the Company could not put to use the CPL

module for MIS and reporting purposes.

GoK stated (January 2017) that defi:iencies identified were since rectified

and demand, collection and consumption details in CPL of consumers

showed correct figures. The fact, however, remained that though CPL was

one of the vital functionalities as given in the SRS and Work Order, it was

not properly built into the system

2.3.12.2 Inadequate information on the bills

As per the provisions of the Supply Code 2005/ 2014, the bill issued for sale

of power to HT/EHT consumers shall mandi torily include information pertaining to

the consumer, tariff, payment modes available, meters used, etc.

We, however, noticed that the bills generated through ENRGISE did not

include mandatory details such as meter number and identification details of meter,

status of meter (OK/ defective/ not available), billing status (regular/ assessed,/

provisional bilU special bill with reason), etc. The absence of vital details/ status of

meters not only made the bills less transparent but also inconsistent with supply

Code 2005/ 2014.

GoK stated (January 20U) that all the details of meter would be provided to

consumer if there was any meter replacement. Further, all the information were also

available in HT/EHT Web Enabled Customers Portal.

The reply was not acceptable since as per the provisions in the Supply Code

zoosl 2014, the bill issued for sale of power to HT/EHT consumers shall

mandatorily include information pertaining to the consumer, tariff, payment modes

available, meters used, etc.

Conclusion

Absence of a mutually agreed system requirement specification in
development of the system resulted in deficient billing application software. Though
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the system was envisaged as a comprehensive billing system, many of the features

originally envisaged were not built into the system software. Absence of adequate

input controls resulted in processing of incomplete, inaccurate and unreliable data

and consequent generation of inconect bills. The business rules in many cases were

found to be improperly incorporated into the system along with insufficient

application controls and validation checks. In many cases, the system failed to

generate accurate and reliable reports for Management Information System due to

storing and processing incorrect and incomplete data in the database.

Recommendations

The Company should:

f . incorporate all functionalities and modules which were originally envisaged in

the system without delay;

2. ensure that all business rules are suitaLly incorporated in ENRGISE. Efforts

should be made to build adequate input control mechanism in the system to

ensure that genuine, accurate and reliable data are processed; and

3. incorporate validation controls in the software to prevent loss of revenue.

I Auilit Paragraphs 2.3 to 2.3.12.2 contained in the Report of the Comptoller and

Auditor Geneml of Inilia for the year eniled 37" March 2016 ( power & Energy)l

Discussion and Findings of the Committee

The Committee enquired about the atrdit para that SRS which was vital for

the development of the software (ENRGISE) was submifted by TCS in April 2010

after a delay of four months and the board of directors approved the same only in

November 2010 after parallel running and software testing. Thus the system

development and implementation was done by TCS without a formally approved

and mutually agreed SRS.

The wimess informed the committee that the approval of the board was not

necessary as the board had already consfituted a functional committee for the
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pulpose and that commiftee had been authorised to finalise and approve the sRS.
on June rL,2oro, rhe committee approved the sRS, which was later ratified by the
Board' It was also informed that the paranel running of the system started only
after the approval of SRS by the functional committee. The witness arso stated that
ttre Board had the authority to delegate its functions to any officer or subcommiftee.
The wihess also added that software EI\-RGISE is working properry and the
deficiencies pointed out by Audir has been addressed and rectified.

The committee enquired about the incomplete deveropment of the software
such as functionalities rike reports on rever)ue loss, uAL billing and audit which are
indispensable for correct and timely billing of consumers. The witness replied that
the formulae for calculating theft of power and UAL (unauthorised Additonal
Load) undergo changes from time to trne according to rariff revision. A uniform
methodology for the same had been prepared and implemented later after the
software imprementation. He added that the defects identified in the functionalities
like security Deposit (sD) assessment and cpl (consumers personal Ledger) were
also comected and the above functionalities have been incorporated now.

The Committee enquired about the present status of AMR system. The
witness informed the committee that the Board decided to imprement rhe
Automated Meter Reading System under Govemment of India's RApDRp scheme
(Restructured Accelerated power Development and Reforms programme). He
added that it could not be implemented du: ro the non-compliance of meters that
were in use' He reported that AMR sysrem was included in the new RDSS scheme
(Revamped Distibution Sector Scheme).

The Committee sought clarification about Shon Collection of Energy
charges from deemed HT consumers which resulted in the loss of ?7.44crores due
to the billing procedure mapped in the system that was nor as per the schedule ofThriff issued by KSERC. The wimess informed rhe committee that KSERC had not
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defined deemed HT consumers anywhere in the Tariff schedule. He added that

deemed HT consumers were to be charged t le same as with the HT consumers with
an additional 3% of the energy charges. The related loss of the transformer was

Iess than that of 3% and hence KSEBL had not incurred any loss.

The Committee enquired about the failure of the system in collecting

increased demand charges from seasonal consumers since the business rule for

charging increased demand charges was not mapped in the system. The witness

accepted the audit observation and added that the short collection identified in the

audit had been realised from the consumers concemed and provision had been

incorporated Iater in the software to collect demand charges from seasonal

consumers,

The committee enquired as to why the annual evaluation of contract demand

was not effectively mapped into the system, Ieading to Ioss of money. The witness

stated that a provision for review of security deposit and contract demand

enhancement was incorporated in the software and is being working effectively. To

a query of the committee about the date of completion of the rectification process,

the witness replied that it was finished in 20, 5 itself.

The Committee sought more information on the audit reference that

ENRGISE had not been updated or mapped to reflect rhe new categorization of
consumers and their prices, which led to an excess collection of energy costs

totaling < 87.23 lakh rupees. The witness explained ttrat some HT-IV commercial

tariff consumers were classified into the HT II A (General) and HT II B (General)

tariffs as part of the 2014 tariff revision. The witrress also stated that following the

audit observation, the tariff rates of 11 banks, 3 guest houses, and 6 insurance and

telecommunication companies had been altered based on the agreement authority,s

report.

Regarding the audit para about the excess collection of meter rent the witness

informed that the lapses in software had been rectified. The committee observed
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that there was no informarion in the reply fumished by the Govemrnent regarding

the repayment of the excess amount collected. At this juncture, the committee

commented that it was the right of the consumers to get back the excess amount

collected by the Board.

Regarding the collection of electricity duty due to the problem in mapping of
the concemed rule in the software, the witness informed that the software had been

modified to collect electricity duty from a]l HT consumers except the specified

category of consumers.

The committee demanded an expranation for the audit findings that an

amount of t14.80 crore was pending allocation from the account of a dummy

consumer to the account of the respective consumer. The witness replied that the

applicant for a new connection would not be registered as a consumer until the

connection process is completed. The secur'ty deposit collected at the circle office
was deposited into a dummy consumer's account and forwarded to the special
officer Revenue. The SDs were transferred to the respecEve consumer's account

only after seMce connections are made.

To a query about the calculation of interest on sD the witness informed that
there was no provision for automated interest calculation in the software at tlle time
of the audit and added thar this lapse had been resolved by introducing automated

interest calculation in the software.

The committee enquired whether the software's problem of pAN validation
and TDS deduction had been resolved. The witness informed the committee that
the software now included appropriate pAN validation and that the TDS
application field had made mandarory.

when the committee enquired about the issues during data migration, the
witness stated that all of the issues discovered during the data migration had been
rectified.
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To a query regarding the audit ohservation that during data migration
ownership Id in respect of 3,385 meters were found null, the witness informed that
usually HT/EHT meters were purchased by the consumers themselves and during
data migration process the system only captured the data of meter suppried by the
KSEBL and hence such discrepancies occured before. It was further clarified that
the software is now working properly and the deficiencies pointed out have been
addressed and rectified.

The Committee enquired whether the computer system problems, such as

the use of the same Bank Guarantee (BG; number and the inaccuracy of dates
recorded, had been resolved. The witness replied that all of the errors discovered
during the audit were corrected. The witness added that a proper validation
mechanism had been impremented to ensure the system's smooth functioning.

Regarding the audit para, the witness informed the committee that a new
system for determining the cr/pr faulty status was incorporated into the software
based on audit observations.

The committee observed that KSEBL has a tendency of imposing huge fine
after a gap of two or three years without conducting periodic inspections. The
committee opined that the absence of periodical inspection and imposing huge fine
cause heavy burden on the consumers and hence this practice has to be avoided.

The committee enquired about the defects in consumer personal Ledger.
The witness replied that the discrepancies in the actual demand and cpl- table had
been rectified following the audit observations.

The committee sought clarification on the absence of mandatory details on
bill generated through ENRGISE. The wimess informed the commitree that in the
case of murtipre me..e readings, the details of the second reading are also provided
with the bin, and that all of the provisions in the supply code have now been
incorporated into the Software.
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Recommendations

1. The committee observes that the implementation of Automated Meter
Reading system (AMR) is essential for the accuracy and effectiveness of the
system in generating correct billng which enable direct access to the meter data of
the consumers and it can avoid discrepancies due to human interventions. The
committee understands that the company h,d decided to implement it under RDSS
(Revamped Disuibution section scheme). Hence the committee directs that AMR
should be implemented in a time bound manner and desires to furnish with the
status of the implementation of AMR.

2' The committee notice that since the change in meter rent was not properly
incorporated in the system, the company continued to colect meter rent ,t t igt ..
rates resulting in excess collection of meter rent amounting to Rs.g.g6 lakh. The
committee understands that the lapses i. the software had been rectified but the
excess amount collected has not yet been repaid to the consumers concerned. The
committee is of the opinion that the consumers have every right to get back the
excess amount colected from them and recommends that the excess amount
collected should be repaid in a time bound manner.

3' The Committee notices that the company follows a practice of imposing
huge amount as fine after a gap of two or three years without conducting periodic
inspections. The committee observes that this practice causes heavy burden on the
consumers and they may struggle in remitting the same. Hence the committee
urges to conduct periodical inspection and thereby to avoid imposing huge amount
of fine. The commiftee also finds that timely inspection may enhance the revenue
collection of the Board. Therefore the cor rmittee suggests to conduct periodical
inspection on time and the steps taken in this regard should be indmated to the
Committee at the earliest.

Thiruvonanthopumm,
2024 - OcL- Ol .

E.cuewonesrxnenff
Choirmary

Commidee on public lJnitertakings.
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APPENDIX _ I
SUMMARY OF MAIN CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDA TION

sl.
iNot
i1

Para. r Department
Concemed

Power

Power

Conclusions/Recommendations

The Committee observes that the implementation of
Automated Meter Reading system (AMR) is essential for the

accuracy and effectiveness of the system in generating correct
billng with enable direct access to the meter data of the
consumers and it can avoid discrepancies due to avoid human
interventions. The Committee understands that the company
had decided to implement it under RDSS (Revamped

Distribution Section Scheme). Hence the Committee directs
that AMR should be implemented in a dme bound manner
and desires to be furnished with the status of the
implementation of AMR.

The Committee finds since the change in meter rent was not
properly incorporated in the system, the Company continued
to collect meter rent at higher rates resulting in excess

collection of meter renr amounting to Rs.9.g6 lakh. The
Committee understands that the lapses in the software had
been rectified but the excess amount collected had not yet
repaid to the consumers concerned. The Committee is of the
opinion that the consumers have every right to get back the
excess amount collected tom them. The Committee infers
that the excess amount collected has not been repaid yet.
Hence the Committee recommends that the excess amount
collected should be repaid in a time bound manner.

2 2
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3 3 Power The Committee notices that the Company follows a practice of

imposing huge amount as fine after a gap of two or three years

without conducting periodic inspections. The Committee

observes that the practice causes heavy burden on the

consumers may struggle in remitting the same. Hence the

Committee desires to conduct periodical inspection and to

thereby to avoid imposing huge amount of fine. The

Commitree also finds that timely inspection may enhance the

revenue collections of the Board. Therefore the Committee

suggests to conduct periodical inspection on time and the

steps taken in this regard shatl be intimated to the Committee

at the earliest.


